


The better you sleep,

the better you.
The Oura Ring makes accurate health information 
personal and accessible to everyone.



Click to learn more 

Meet 

Oura ring

https://ouraring.com/meet-oura
https://ouraring.com/meet-oura


Welcome to life in

the sleep lane.

The Oura Ring tracks key signals from 
your body, delivering critical insights to 
help you build good habits and harness 
your body’s potential every day. The Oura 
Ring tracks key signals from your body, 
delivering critical insights to help you 
build good habits and harness your 
body’s potential every day.



Wearing your ring.

Wear the ring 24/7 for the most 
accurate data and insights.



Ensure the sensors are on the palm 
side of your finger.



The ring is water resistant, so feel free 
to get it wet. (It's hand sanitizer 
friendly, too.)



Charging your ring.

Your ring has a battery life of 5-7 days. 
When the ring is connected via 
bluetooth, you can see your ring’s 
battery level by tapping the circle in the 
top right corner of your Oura app.



The light on your charger will pulse and 
turn solid when your ring is fully 
charged.



Starting with

the Oura app.
The Oura app is free to download from 
both the App Store (iOS) or Google Play 
Store (Android). After you set up your 
ring, open your Oura app each morning 
to get your sleep and recovery data.



Sleep the good life.

Every night, your body performs the 
equivalent of modern health miracles — 
everything from improving memory to 
producing cancer killing T cells. And 
while you sleep, your body is sending a 
flurry of signals.
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When decoded, these signals — heart 
rate, body temperature and more — 
communicate your body’s progress as it 
prepares you for the next day. And night 
after night, you sleep through it.



Oura interprets these signals so you 
can wake up to the insights you need to 
take on the day.



Making smarter 
health decisions.

You may hear that "healthy" means 
eight hours of sleep and 10,000 steps a 
day. But what’s right for you? And how 
do your habits shape your health?



Oura empowers you to understand and 
define your health on your terms, based 
on your data. Oura helps you give � your 
body exactly what it needs each day to 
reach its full potential.



What your Oura 

scores reveal.

Oura provides you with personalized

Readiness, Sleep, and Activity scores

each day based on your baselines.



Readiness
An overall measure of your recovery. Your 
Readiness signals your capacity to perform 
at your mental, emotional, and physical best. 
Oura monitors body signals to determine 
how well-rested you are, and whether or not 
you’re ready for a challenge.

Sleep Balance

Activity Balance

Body Temperature

Previous Night’s Sleep 

Quality

Previous Day’s Activity

HRV Balance

Resting Heart Rate



Sleep
An overall measure of your recovery. Your 
Readiness signals your capacity to perform 
at your mental, emotional, and physical best. 
Oura monitors body signals to determine 
how well-rested you are, and whether or not 
you’re ready for a challenge.

Sleep Efficiency

REM Sleep

Sleep Latency


Total Sleep

Restfulness

Deep Sleep

Timing



Activity
A measure of your overall movement. Using 
your personal details, Oura translates your 
daily activity data into units of energy 
expended (calories) and equivalent activity 
measures (steps or miles).

Steps

Daily Activity Goals Met

Training Volume

Activity Balance


Inactivity

Moving Every Hour

Training Frequency

Recovery Time

Calories Burned




Constantly 
validating.

While Oura is not a medical 
device, its capabilities are near 
perfect when compared to 
advanced medical 
technologies.



*
Correlation compared to medical-grade 
electrocaridogram (EcG)

Read the study 

99.9
Resting heart rate *

%

98.4
Heart Rate Variability *

%

0.1°C.
Measures temperature changes as small as

https://blog.ouraring.com/oura-validation-psg/


HERITAGE
a flat top design that flattens at 
the ring's surface

Starting from 299$



BALANCE
a pointed design that comes to 
a peak at the ring's face

Starting from 299$



Highlights

Scratch-Resistant
Diamond-like carbon 


coating (DLC)

Lightweight Titanium
Lighter than 


a conventional ring

(4-6 grams)

Battery Life
Up to 7 days of battery

life (full charge in 20-80


mins)

Water-Resistant
Water-resistant up to 


100m (more than 328ft)

Free Charger
A charger built for


your ring size

Free Sizing Kit
Find the size that best fits


your finger of choice



Advanced Sencors
Precise sensors wrapped 
around your finger, where your 
pulse is stronger. Capture body 
signals like resting heart rate, 
HRV, body temperature, and 
calorie burn.



Your health journey 
starts with sleep.

And a ring.


